Cameraman's Report

Cameraman: Paul Wyand
Sound man: Martin Clark

Date and Location: 23rd and 24th April, 1945, Belsen, Germany

Assignment: Sound shots for M.O.I. Special on Belsen.

Footage: 2,000 ft.
Light conditions: Varied.
Sound: O.K.

Scenes:

(1) Kazioinka Stantzaw Polish R.C. Priest and prisoner in camp.

(2) Unloading bodies into grave (to cut in with shots 4 and 5).


(4) S.S. Oberleutnant Franz Kosler.

(5) S.S. Untersturmführer Wilhelm Dorn.

(6) Loading bodies into truck (to cut in with shots 7 and 8).

(7) S.S. Sturmburstführer Friedrich Hetzog.

(8) S.S. Unterführer Arnold Witzschien.

(9) S.S. Wachtmeister Herta Bothe.

(10) Walking shot of Herta Bothe (to cut in with shot 9).

(11) General view whilst local burgomasters view the scene. They were ordered to see the camp. The camera passes from the massed grave to a line of P.O.W's lining the grave, on to the burgomasters, to S.S. women, the Fan in the background, on to S.S. men.

(12) Close ups of S.S. women and men, also the burgomasters:
- Tenor Wilkins (long coat) Stadt Bau Meister Celle
- Wladimir Miller (long black coat, grey hat and gloves) Hero Celle
- Eberhard Haguemann (beard) Chief Major of the Land
- Max Vogel (behind Haguemann) Stadt Rat
- Wilhelm Rotermund (glasses) Kriminalinspektor
- Otto Becker (long coat, Ront Meister Celle).

(13) Unloading bodies witnessed by burgomasters.

(14) Inmates of camp seen at German.

(15) Reading Part of Commandant's Speech. Full speech script attached for commentary.

(16) S.S. Doctor Fritz Klein camp doctor, used to inject prisoners with petrol to see them die in agony, walk into a hut and shoot his pistol at random for fun!! Now in the S.S. body party.

(17) Bella Goldstein Polish Jew, 4 years in Ghetto at Litomerisztad before arriving here. Tells story of camp conditions in German.


Signed by: [Signature]
MAJOR P. J. FOX, R.A.M.C., CAMP DOCTOR.

ADA BIMKO POLISH JEW, CHIEF DOCTOR OF CAMP WHILST IN GERMAN HANDS, TELLS OF TERRIBLE CONDITIONS IN GERMAN. 32 YEARS OLD OF SOCHNOWIEC.

ALL SHOTS TAKEN AS REQUESTED. UNABLE TO DO GERMAN FIREMEN, THEY HAD GONE: OR THE BRITISH CAMP COMMANDANTS - THEY REFUSED ON GROUNDS OF SECURITY. ALL SILENT SHOTS BY THE A.F.F.U. HAVE DONE EXTRA SHOTS TO MAKE UP FOR THEM.

SCRIPT OF COMMANDANT'S SPEECH.

As you go round this Camp you must bear in mind two things. One is that we, the British, have been here now for ten days. We have removed, we have all the dead from the huts. We have buried some thousands of bodies. We have the survivors. We have given them hope. You will not, therefore, see the conditions quite as bad as they were while this Camp was in German hands.

Second point is that this Camp was reckoned by such miserable victims as have experienced others of the same nature, as being one of the better ones. The point being that here you were invariably, not always, allowed to die quietly, starvation or typhus. In other camps you were tortured and buried into your communal grave, perhaps before you were dead. And there are people of every country, religion and race in Europe, many of whose only crime was patriotism.

What you will see provides a final condemnation of the NSDAP. It contains a complete justification of any measures the Allied Nations may take to exterminate this Party. It constitutes such a blot on the name of the German people as to erase it from the list of civilized nations.

You, representing the fathers (and mothers) of German youth, see by a few of your sons and daughters, who bear a small part of the direct responsibility for these crimes. A small part, but heavier than the human heart can bear. But who bears the whole of the responsibility? YOU. You who allow this bombastic maniac, your Führer, to do these things. You, who rejoiced in his meretricious triumphs. You who heard of these camps, got at least a vague idea of what was going on. You who did not rise spontaneously to clear the German name without regard to personal consequences. During the month of March, 17000 men, women and children died of German brutality on your very doorsteps. You stand condemned by what you are about to see. You must expect to pay by toil and tribulation for what you have brought up your children to be capable of doing, and what you have failed to prevent. Whatever you suffer will not be one-hundredth of the sufferings of the miserable human beings confined in this and other concentration camps.

With you lies the beginning of the heavy task of re-writing the name of Germany on the roll of civilized nations. This cannot be done till you have raised a generation which is incapable of finding enough depraved persons to commit these crimes and possesses the instinctive goodwill to prevent the recurrence of anything of the sort.

The party will now proceed.